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Sole agencies:

South Africa’s car market got off to a slow
start this year and like many of us, I think
people are hedging their bets – in other
words, where does this highway go to? And
no one has money in January. With CR
replacing JZ at least the former issue has
been addressed – the latter may take 
a bit more time!
Nevertheless, the love affair with high-end SUVs

continues and while the figures in a sales story I
read recently referenced 2017, it is still clear that
Toyota Prados and Range Rovers are still very much
in vogue – the two dominate.
And as we’ve learnt over the last two-and-a-half

decade, for every one-hundred people who buy a
super-SUV, there will be some who want it to be
made that little bit more special – which usually
means making it go faster! Which is where we
come in of course.
Coincidentally, we look at two opposites in this

edition of M-Powered: a 4.5 litre V8 turbodiesel
from Toyota and a 5.0-litre V8 supercharged Range
Rover... we cater for all tastes and preferences with
the emphasis largely being on premium customers
who own premium brands and are looking for a
premium experience! 

Rob Green

info@rgmotorsport.com
www.rgmotorsport.com


HILUX MOVES CENTRE STAGE 
Our Stage Three conversion on the current Hilux with 
the 2.8-litre GD-6 is now available and we’re immensely
proud of the newest addition to our conversion family.
The crux of the matter is an upgrade to the existing turbo,

the benefits of which are maximised with a bolt-on, high

capacity intercooler. With the breathing benefits of a 76mm
Techniflow stainless steel exhaust and performance- boosting
reusable air filter and a Uni-Q Unichip to map all engine
parameters (of course), the end result is 205kW and 580Nm!
Talk to our sales staff about pricing and warranty options!

TOYOTA HILUX 2.8GD-6 MANUAL – RGM STAGE 3
(Power measured in kW on the wheels)

TOYOTA HILUX 2.8GD-6 MANUAL – RGM STAGE 3
(Torque measured in Nm on the engine)



You can have a mountain of torque
at the flywheel but if the clutch
can’t get it through to the gearbox
then you’re going nowhere. That’s
why one of our favourite brands if
its positive engagement you’re
after is Dodson. One of our newest
agencies, their DSG clutches are
considered the standard when it
comes to turning torque into
horsepower and Dodson
Motorsport is a firm favourite with
the Nissan GTR set. They also have
products for Audi, Porsche, VW and
BMW and other modern cars fitted
with dual-clutch gearboxes.

SERVICE PLEASE!
A stitch in time saves nine… it’s
about maintaining something in a
fit-for-purpose condition. That’s 
why it is called ‘maintenance’. 
So, don’t wait until the last minute
to repair or replace something
which is reaching the end of its life
and RGMotorsport’s Service
Department is ready, willing and
able to carry out all kinds of routine
servicing as well as engine rebuilds,
clutch overhauls, brake repairs and
much more. Our quarter-century 
of expertise, experience and
dedication is as much a feature of
our Service workshop as it is our
Motorsport workshop.

MONSTER ENERGY! 
V8 engines…everyone loves ‘em. Not necessarily brawny but basic American
iron, but the modern ones. They’re handy for fitment into relatively small
spaces (two banks of four cylinders require less space than a straight six)
and has inherently good smoothness and balance – especially important for
large-capacity diesels. 
Which brings us to Toyota’s 79 Land Cruiser bakkie; which is available with a

mellow, 4.5-litre, turbodiesel with eight cylinders – a powerplant for which we now
have three distinctive high-performance offerings.
Farmers – or anyone for that matter – will appreciate a 273kW mountain of thrust

accompanied by an equally prodigious 913Nm wedge of torque from our new
Monster! 
The conversion boasts a 76mm Techniflow exhaust system, fatter turbocharger

running at modestly increased boost, a substantially enlarged intercooler to keep
intake air at a desirable temperature and an upgraded clutch assembly rated at 
1 000Nm - it’ll stand up to serious abuse. Ensuring the pressurised fuel and air mix
goes bang at the right time and in the correct proportions is a Unichip Uni-Q, the
local-is-lekker engine management system. 
Our 181kW Stage One and 215kW Stage Two Land Cruiser V8 packages have

already proved immensely popular and this third option is bound to be too! All-in
price on the conversion is R188 700, including a six-month, 20 000 km warranty.

TOYOTA LANDCRUISER 4.5TD V8 – RGM STAGE 4
(Torque measured in Nm on the engine)



We're proud to do business with the following partners: Stigworx, BMW Car Club, Regent Racing, Toyota Club SA, Subaru SA, Unichip-Q, Vari brakes, Technizone, Novatune,
Eibach suspension, Roadworx, RMI, AA, Dent Express, A-Line Wheels, Drift Innovation, VPS Midrand, Glutek, Indyoil, Ohlins, Sajco, Cazz Mania Signs and Fox Suspension.

HAPPY CUSTOMER 

Coming soon... the new, Dastek RF
switch. This takes the place of a
conventional rotary or membrane
switch and is intended for –
primarily – wireless map selection
(including anti-theft). Because the
driver has the switch in his
possession, it means the map chosen
prior to leaving the vehicle cannot
be altered. 

A Range Rover V8 sounds pretty
sweet, even on a bad day! In the
case of this one, it sounds brilliant as
you can hear… here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h
00zsphIgrM 

That’s thanks in part to a dual-tone
exhaust (simply flip a switch and it
goes from subtly aggressive to
full-bore) but we’ve also tricked out
the 5-litre V8 in a number of other
ways…

To increase boost we've fabricated
a larger crankshaft pulley and with a
stock intercooler and pump fuel
we've used a Unichip to chase the
kW to 415 and Nm to 705! The best
part of it all is the power delivery
which is so progressive and
predictable. Also, to all intents and
purposes a Roots-type blower will
not run out of steam higher up the
rev range and of course fits neatly
atop a Vee-type engine.

Which probably explains why the
fastest cars in the world –
quarter-mile ‘rail’ cars – are still
supercharged V8s and it is also
interesting that Jaguar Land Rover
have stuck with this recipe for their
high-performance cars.

Learn more about supercharging in
the latest instalment of Burford's
Blog

SUPER NAVARA...
Nissan latest Navara is fitted with a highly sophisticated, 2.3-litre (twin)
turbodiesel – which requires a different approach if worthwhile gains are to
be made and an intelligent aftermarket solution to make it possible to access
the fuel injection. 
With diesels, increasing pressure on the fuel rail is the low-tech way to improve

power but it is inefficient, and both power output and economy are compromised.
With a Dastek Plug and Play we map each injector separately and this “injector
driving” tuning approach achieves the desired results with this engine.

It’s a case of: So, you think you’re happy? Well, I’m happier! 
Seems people just can’t get enough of our Mustang upgrades. In a bid to upstage

fellow Supercharged owner Danie Grobbelaar whose Happy Customer letter
appeared last month, Shaun Oosthuizen has added his voice to the Mustang
Supercharged love-in: 
Just a letter of ‘thanks’.
I have had my (upgraded) 750 horsepower Mustang for a few months now. 

My Mustang is now a true beast and a muscle car of note. It makes me smile every
time I get into it.
The upgrade in power is phenomenal. It sounds good too. The workmanship by

your team is outstanding. The finishes are factory quality and I have had many
compliments from colleagues and from complete strangers.
I have had it back to Rand

Ford for an oil change and
they were suitably
impressed.
The Aline rim and tyre

upgrade has certainly
improved traction and I can’t
be happier with the vehicle.
Once again, thanks a lot. 

I am proud to have had the
upgrade done by RGM and
have no hesitation in
recommending your business
to any potential petrolhead.

http://www.rgmotorsport.com/index.php/116-testimonials/435-burfords-blog
http://www.rgmotorsport.com/index.php/116-testimonials/435-burfords-blog

